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ABSTRACT

In this research, a numerical simulation of an observed training line/adjoining stratiform (TL/AS)-type

mesoscale convective system (MCS) was used to investigate processes leading to upwind propagation of

convection and quasi-stationary behavior. The studied event produced damaging flash flooding near

Dubuque, Iowa, on the morning of 28 July 2011.

The simulated convective system well emulated characteristics of the observed system and produced

comparable rainfall totals. In the simulation, there were two cold pool–driven convective surges that exited

the region where heavy rainfall was produced. Low-level unstable flow, which was initially convectively in-

hibited, overrode the surface cold pool subsequent to these convective surges, was gradually lifted to the point

of saturation, and reignited deep convection. Mechanisms for upstream lifting included persistent large-scale

warm air advection, displacement of parcels over the surface cold pool, and an upstreammesolow that formed

between 0500 and 1000 UTC.

Convection tended to propagate with the movement of the southeast portion of the outflow boundary, but

did not propagate with the southwest outflow boundary. This was explained by the vertical wind shear profile

over the depth of the cold pool being favorable (unfavorable) for initiation of new convection along the

southeast (southwest) cold pool flank.

A combination of a southward-oriented pressure gradient force in the cold pool and upward transport of

opposing southerly flow away from the boundary layer moved the outflow boundary southward. Upward

transport of southerly momentum by convection along the southward-moving outflow boundary, along with

convectively induced southward pressure gradient forces cut off southerly inflow to the MCS, which

temporarily disrupted backbuilding.

1. Background

A large percentage of flash floods in the United States

result from heavy convective rainfall associated with

specific breeds of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs,

on the order of 60%–75%) (e.g., Maddox et al. 1979;

Moore et al. 2003; Schumacher and Johnson 2006),

where the character of the system’s motion results in

extended production of heavy rain over a fixed geo-

graphic location. ‘‘Training’’ of convection and up-

stream backbuilding constitute the two predominant

mechanisms for heavy rainfall production by MCSs

(e.g., Chappell 1986; Corfidi et al. 1996; Doswell et al.

1996; Schumacher and Johnson 2005; Schumacher 2009).

Training involves a convective line in which individual

cells predominantly move in the line-parallel direction,

resulting in repeated motion of cells over a particular

geographic region, while backbuilding involves the re-

peated geographically fixed upstream (downstream) re-

generation (decay) of convective cells, resulting in the

convective region of an MCS being quasi stationary.

Schumacher and Johnson (2005) termed the two MCS

archetypes that most frequently exhibit these behaviors

the training line/adjoining stratiform (TL/AS) and

backbuilding (BB) archetypes.

The first-order requirement for these phenomena is

a continuous supply of the ingredients for moist con-

vection (e.g., Johns and Doswell 1992) to the MCS lo-

cation by the synoptic-scale environment. This typically

constitutes a supply of warm, moist air by the low-level

jet with the vertical maxima in convective available

potential energy (CAPE) and minima in convective in-

hibition residing above the surface (hereafter referred to
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FIG. 1. Regional summary of the atmospheric setup leading to the 28 Jul 2011 TL/ASMCS.Maps were constructed

from the NARR. Quantities shown are 850-hPa potential temperature (shading), 850-hPa geopotential height (solid

dark gray contours, at intervals of 20m), 850-hPa wind speed . 12m s21 (dashed blue contours at intervals of

4m s21), 850-hPa wind vectors (blue arrows), 500-hPa geopotential height (dashed light gray contours, at intervals of

40m), 500-hPa wind speed . 18m s21 (dashed red contours, at intervals of 4m s21), 500-hPa wind vectors (red

arrows), and the location of maximum observed rainfall (orange dot).
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FIG. 2. Summary of the regional large-scale forcing associated with the 28 Jul 2011 TL/AS MCS. Warm air ad-

vection (WAA) is shaded, with values below 1 3 1024 K s21 removed. Blue contours are horizontal frontogenesis,

with a contour interval of 1 3 1029 Km21 s21 multiplied by 109. Green dashed contours are cyclonic vorticity ad-

vection (CVA), with a contour interval of 1 3 1029 s22 multiplied by 109. The magenta dot denotes the location

where the maximum 1-h precipitation accumulation total was observed.
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as elevated) (e.g., Moore et al. 2003; Schumacher and

Johnson 2006; Wilson and Roberts 2006; Corfidi et al.

2008). Persistent low-level lifting is also often present

associated with isentropic upglide and convergence

along the nose of a low-level jet (Maddox et al. 1979;

Augustine and Caracena 1994; Laing and Fritsch 2000;

Moore et al. 2003; Schumacher and Johnson 2005, 2006,

2008; Peters and Schumacher 2014). The factors con-

tributing to the convective-scale organization and evo-

lution of such convective systems, however, remain

poorly understood due to their propensity to occur

within nocturnal elevated environments, where the well-

studied mechanisms for propagation of surface-based

convection do not necessarily apply. Furthermore, they

are often preceded and/or followed by the passage of a

progressive trailing stratiform (TS; Parker and Johnson

2000)MCS (Corfidi 2003; Peters and Schumacher 2014),

which undoubtedly influences the local kinematic and

thermodynamic environments. In many instances where

a training MCS is preceded by a separate progressive

MCS, the linear convective region of the training sys-

tem may be offset from the periphery of the low-level

cold pool generated by preceding convection [‘‘bow

and arrow effect,’’ Keene and Schumacher (2013);

rearward off-boundary development (ROD), Peters and

Schumacher (2014)—this phenomenon is described in

greater detail in later sections]. Additionally, in the case

of quasi-stationary systems, the region of upstream

backbuilding often remains stationary for several hours

without obvious orographic influencing factors or a sta-

tionary atmospheric boundary (e.g., dryline, outflow

boundary) that would intuitively promote such behav-

ior. While previous authors (e.g., Bosart and Sanders

1981; Fritsch et al. 1994; Trier and Davis 2002;

Schumacher and Johnson 2008, 2009; Schumacher 2009)

show that such instances of quasi-stationary behavior

are sometimes explained by the presence of a mesoscale

convective vortex (MCV), not all cases involve an obvi-

ous MCV. Other potential mechanisms for upstream

propagation include standing gravity waves and bores

residing along the interface between the stable boundary

layer and overlying conditionally unstable air (Crook

and Moncrieff 1988; Schmidt and Cotton 1990; Stensrud

and Fritsch 1993; Parker 2008; French and Parker 2010;

Schumacher and Johnson 2008; Schumacher 2009; Trier

et al. 2010, 2011).

This research constitutes the initial phase of a series

of numerical modeling experiments that aim to com-

prehensively address the dynamics of elevated quasi-

stationaryMCSs—specifically TL/AS systems that occur

in the absence of an obvious MCV [since simulations

of systems occurring in conjunction with an MCV

have been intensively studied by previous works; e.g.,

Schumacher and Johnson (2008, 2009) and Schumacher

(2009)]. The work presented here involves a detailed

case study a numerical simulation of an observed flash-

flood producing TL/AS event that occurred over

Dubuque, Iowa, on 28 July 2011. The evolution of

FIG. 3. Observed composite radar reflectivity images (dBZ, shading) from 0000 to 1000 UTC 28 Jul 2011 depicting the evolution of the

MCS detailed in this study.
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this system was complex, and featured many of the

aforementioned phenomena that frequently occur in

the case of quasi-stationary MCSs including preceding/

succeeding MCS passages, ROD, and upstream back-

building. The organization of this paper is as follows.

Section 2 provides an overview of the synoptic-scale

setup that led to this event, and describes aspects of the

observed radar evolution. Section 3 describes the nu-

merical modeling configuration used to simulate the

event, and section 4 outlines characteristics of the sim-

ulated MCS, which is dynamically analyzed in section 5.

Section 6 summarizes the findings presented here and

outlines ongoing and future work.

2. Event overview

A flash-flood-producing TL/AS MCS produced

over 150mm of rainfall accumulation across a large

east–west-oriented swath near Dubuque, Iowa, with

local rainfall totals as high as 380mm during the evening

of 27 July and early morning hours of 28 July 2011

(National Weather Service Quad Cities Office 2014).

Figures 1 and 2, which show analyzed atmospheric

fields from the North American Regional Reanalysis

(NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006), summarize the regional

atmospheric setup that led to this event. The initial

convection associated with the TL/AS MCS developed

at roughly 0000 UTC 28 July 2011 along the north-

western periphery of a low-level anticyclone, northern

periphery of a southwesterly low-level jet, and beneath

a midlevel ridge with weak mid- to upper-level winds

(Fig. 1). The region local to the event was characterized

by sustained low-level warm air advection fed by a

southwesterly low-level jet, along with low-level defor-

mation and corresponding frontogenesis (Figs. 1 and 2).

A weak midtropospheric shortwave trough approached

FIG. 4. Observed upper-air sounding taken at 0000 UTC 28 Jul 2011 from the Davenport, IA, NWS

forecast office.
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the region of interest from the west and contributed to

modest cyclonic vorticity advection (CVA; Figs. 1b

and 2). This overall synoptic environment was charac-

teristic of the composite TL/AS environment shown by

Schumacher and Johnson (2005), and more specifically

the warm-season-type events described by Peters and

Schumacher (2014) (contrasted with synoptic-type events,

which typically occur in conjunction with stronger flow

FIG. 5. Analysis of most unstable CAPE (MUCAPE) computed from the Rapid Update Cycle (Benjamin et al.

2004) analysis (color contours, J kg21 at intervals of 100 J kg21), the height of the maximum CAPE value (m, gray

shading at 100-, 500-, and 1000-m increasing increments denoted by increasing darkness of gray shading), and the

location of maximum observed rainfall (orange dot) at (top) 0000 and (bottom) 0600 UTC 28 Jul 2011.
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aloft, a stronger low-level cyclone, trailing cold front, and

preceding warm front). A fixture of the synoptic-scale

setups for such events (including the one studied here) is

that the environment provided a sustained supply of

moisture, instability, and lift (the basic ingredients for

deep, moist convection) to the region where heavy rainfall

occurred.

A series of composite radar reflectivity images span-

ning the evolution of this MCS are shown in Fig. 3.

Convection initially developed as a multicell cluster

of storms near Dubuque at approximately 0000 UTC

28 July (Fig. 3a). These storms organized upscale into

a small progressive TS-type MCS that moved eastward

and dissipated over northern Illinois (Figs. 3b,c). An

observed sounding taken from Davenport, Iowa, at

0000 UTC revealed a highly unstable boundary layer

with surface based CAPE (SBCAPE) near 5000 J kg21

(Fig. 4), and maps of NARR-analyzed most unsta-

ble CAPE (MUCAPE) showed localized regions of

SBCAPE near 6000 J kg21—these observations suggest

the aforementioned first round of thunderstorms was

rooted in the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The cold

pool produced by this system, along with nocturnal

radiational cooling, then stabilized the PBL and set the

stage for subsequent rounds of elevated convective ac-

tivity (see Fig. 5, where the lifted parcel level near the

maximum precipitation location is above the surface by

0600 UTC). In the wake of this initial MCS, an east–

west-oriented convective line developed (ROD) and

became quasi-stationary, with convection backbuilding

to the west of Dubuque and individual convective cells

moving predominantly in the convective-line-parallel

direction (Figs. 3d–f). ROD is distinguished from other

mechanisms for upstream MCS propagation in that

a discrete convective line simultaneously redevelops

upstream of the initial MCS elevated above the cold

pool left by the initial system, and well removed from

(usually north of) the surface outflow boundary. Then,

following the occurrence of ROD, fixed upstream

backbuilding of convection continued along the western

end of the line until approximately 1300 UTC 28 July

after which the TL/AS MCS weakened and another

separate progressive MCS moved through the region

(not shown in Fig. 3). The time evolution of pre-

cipitation produced by the MCS is summarized in Fig. 6.

The most intense observed point-precipitation rates

occurred with the first round of convective activity. The

ROD episode is also evident as an abrupt westward

propagation of the precipitation axis at 0800 UTC (as

noted in the figure). This analysis will serve as a means of

comparison between the observedMCSevolution and the

simulated evolutions that are discussed in the next section.

FIG. 6. Hovmöller diagram of the maximum 1-h point pre-
cipitation total (mm) in the ST4 analysis within 10 grid points (at
a 4-km grid spacing) north or south of each ST4 grid point along
a zonally oriented line through the point indicated by the orange
dot in Fig. 1 (at approximately 42.58 latitude).

FIG. 7. Locations of both model domains. The periphery of the

map denotes the edge of the outer domain, and the white square

denotes the edge of the inner domain.
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3. Model configuration

Version 3.4.1 of the Advanced Research version of

the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model

(Klemp et al. 2007; Skamarock et al. 2008) was run with

a two-domain nested structure to simulate the 28 July

2011 MCS, with the interface between the two domains

configured in one-way mode (i.e., the outer domain

provided lateral boundaries to the inner domain only,

and no feedback from the inner domain to the outer

domain was allowed). The horizontal grid spacing was

15km for the outer domain, which utilized a convective

parameterization scheme, and 3km for a convection-

allowing inner domain. Horizontal domain dimensions

were 3000 and 1200km for the outer and inner domains,

respectively, and both domains featured 36 vertical

sigma levels (see Fig. 7 for the locations of both do-

mains). All simulations were run from 1200UTC 27 July

to 1200 UTC 29 July 2011 with both domains active

through this entire time.

Four simulations were conducted with differing mi-

crophysical parameterization schemes and initial and

lateral boundary conditions (ICs and LBCs, re-

spectively) as a first-order test of the sensitivity of the

simulated MCS evolution to these parameters. A sum-

mary of the model parameters used for each simulation

is given in Table 1. The NARR was used as ICs and

LBCs for three simulations, which featured Thompson

microphysics (THOM run), Morrison microphysics

(MORR run), and Kessler microphysics (KESS run).

Note that the Kessler microphysics scheme excludes ice

physics, and a comparison between the results of this

simulation and those employing the more sophisticated

schemes provides a first-order assessment of the sensi-

tivity of the convective evolution to ice processes. In the

final simulation, ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) was

used for ICs and LBCs in place of the NARR with the

Thompson microphysics scheme (ERAI run).

The 24-h simulated precipitation accumulation totals

from the simulations are compared to observed pre-

cipitation in Fig. 8. While the maximum point totals

varied between 200 and 300mm among simulations,

which is a slight underprediction, all three NARR-

driven simulations produced a large swath of maxi-

mized accumulated rainfall displaced approximately

100 km to the southwest of the observed maxima. In-

terestingly, the ERA-Interim-driven simulation pro-

duced a precipitation maxima with a displacement of

nearly equal magnitude but of opposite direction (to the

northeast). While an investigation of the precise mech-

anisms that contributed to such biases is beyond the

scope of this study, these results suggest that the evo-

lution of the 28 July 2011 MCS exhibited greater sensi-

tivity to synoptic-scale conditions (i.e., ICs and LBCs)

than internal convective processes. This result is sup-

ported by the work of Peters and Roebber (2014), who

showed that a large percentage of the variance in mod-

eled placement of heavy precipitation produced by TL/

AS systems was explained by uncertainty in synoptic-

scale atmospheric conditions.

TABLE 1. List of WRF grid resolutions, grid dimensions, physical parameterizations, and nudging configurations used in this study.

Quotation symbols indicate that the parameter is the same as themodel configuration in the column to the left. The outer domains for each

of the four simulations featured the Grell-3 cumulus parameterization scheme and all other parameters the same as their respective inner

domains.

Domain THOM outer THOM inner MORR inner KESS inner ERAI inner

Grid spacing 15 km 3 km "" "" ""

Domain dimensions 3000 km 3 3000 km 1200 km 3 1200 km "" "" ""

Vertical sigma levels 36 36 "" "" ""

Model top pressure 100 hPa "" "" "" ""

ICs and LBCs NARR "" "" "" ERA-Interima

Microphysics Thompsonb Thompsonb Morrisonc Kesslerd Thompsonb

Longwave radiation RRTMe "" "" "" ""

Shortwave radiation Dudhiaf "" "" "" ""

Surface layer Eta similarity "" "" "" ""

Land surface model NOAA land surface

modelg
"" "" "" ""

Boundary layer physics MYJh "" "" "" ""

Cumulus parameterization Grell-3i None "" "" ""

a Dee et al. (2011).
b Thompson et al. (2008).
c Morrison and Grabowski (2008).
d Kessler (1969).
e Mlawer et al. (1997).

f Dudhia (1989).
g Mitchell et al. (2004).
h Janji�c (1994).
i Grell and Dévényi (2002).
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Figure 9, which summarizes the time evolution of

precipitation in the simulations, facilitates further

comparison between the simulations and observations.

The NARR-driven simulated MCSs underwent two

distinct ROD episodes (only one occurred in obser-

vations): one at approximately 0400 UTC and a second

at 0700 UTC, which is a potential explanation for the

slightly lower modeled accumulated precipitation

values relative to observations (i.e., the cold pool

surges resulted in convection briefly exiting the region

of heaviest rainfall accumulation). These events are

evident in Fig. 10, which shows representative simu-

lated radar reflectivity images from the THOM run.

The ERA-Interim-driven simulated MCS, however, did

not exhibit a coherent ROD episode (though back-

building convection did gradually propagate upstream,

and the system remained elevated over a cold pool). Our

subjective analysis of simulated reflectivity indicated that

each of the NARR-driven simulations reproduced the

salient radar-observed features of the observed MCS

remarkably well, with the timing of convective initiation

associated with the TL/AS and dissipation of the system

approximately an hour delayed in the model. The char-

acteristics of the simulated radar reflectivity from the

ERA-Interim-driven simulation (not shown), on the

other hand, were noticeably different from observations

and the NARR-driven simulations.

The THOM run overall best mimicked the observed

evolution of the MCS in simulated reflectivity and fea-

tured a more complete microphysics package than the

KESS run (which produced a closer maximum precip-

itation total to OBS, but may have done so for the

‘‘wrong reasons,’’ owing to the absence of ice phase in

the microphysics scheme). We, therefore, chose to

concentrate our dynamical analysis of the evolution of

this event on output from the THOM run as a proxy for

high-resolution four-dimensional observations of the

environment (which are unavailable for this event). As

a supplementary check of the similarity between our

simulation and observed MCS, we compared maps of

analyzed atmospheric fields from the Storm Prediction

Center (SPC) National Sector Mesoanalysis Archive

(not shown) to the analogous fields produced by our

model simulation, and found the overall evolution of

these fields to be similar.

Finally, in order to test the sensitivity of the convec-

tive evolution to horizontal and vertical grid spacing, an

additional simulation was conducted with a third 1-km

inner nest centered at the MCS location, 50 vertical

levels (increased from 36 in the other four simulations),

FIG. 8. Comparison of the ST4 24-h accumulated precipitation analysis ending at 1200 UTC

28 Jul 2011 (green shading at intervals of 100 mm, lighter colors indicate greater totals) to

modeled accumulated precipitation totals over the same time frame from the THOM (red

shading at intervals of 100mm, lighter colors indicate greater totals), MORR (dashed blue

contours at intervals of 100 mm), KESS (dashed gray contours at intervals of 100 mm), and

ERAI (solid green contours at intervals of 100 mm) simulations.
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and all other attributes the same as the THOM run. The

subjective evolution of the MCS on both the 3-km and

1-km domains in this run remained very similar to that of

the THOM run. While a substantially finer horizontal

resolution than that afforded by 3-km (and even 1km)

grid spacings is required to resolve the dynamics of in-

dividual convective updrafts (Bryan et al. 2003), the

horizontal grid spacing used here has been shown in

previous studies (e.g., Weisman et al. 1997; Schwartz

et al. 2009) to emulate MCS-scale processes. Since the

focus of this study will be to assess the dynamics of

MCS-scale processes and their influence on the con-

vective system of interest (which occur on the order of

10–100km), the lower effective resolution threshold of

our grid spacing (;7 dx, or ;20km) is sufficient here,

deeming the computational expense of analyzing the

1-km simulation unnecessary.

4. Characteristics of the simulated MCS

a. Kinematic and thermodynamic structures

Figure 11 shows snapshots from the time evolution of

surface winds and potential temperature perturbations

u0, computed by subtracting the full u field from a Barnes’s

filtered u field with a radius of influence of 150 km

(see Barnes 1964). The results of the Barnes’s filtering

processes were found to be insensitivity to small changes

in the magnitude of this parameter, and a value of

150 km was subjectively determined to isolate synoptic-

scale wavelengths from the features produced by the

convective system. A surface cold pool was evident

throughout the evolution of theMCS, with the cold pool

expanse and intensity having been maximized at 0300

(Fig. 11a) and 0700 UTC (Fig. 11c). Local neutral-to-

warm anomalies were also present within the cold pool

(especially evident in Figs. 12b,d)—features that have

been observed in previous studies of elevated convective

systems with cold pools (e.g., Schumacher 2009). The

component of flow within the cold pool orthogonal to

the outflow boundary along the southwestern periphery

of the systemwas strongest at 0300 and 0700UTC, which

illustrates that the southward movement of this bound-

ary during these times (0300 and 0700 UTC were during

the first and second cold pool surges, respectively).

Conversely, the southwestern outflow boundary was ill

defined at 0500 UTC, and the outflow boundary normal

wind component within the cold pool along the south-

west flank was weak at 0900 UTC.

The analogous quantities to those shown in Fig. 11 are

shown in Fig. 12 for the eighth model sigma level, cor-

responding to approximately the 820-hPa surface.While

a cold anomaly was still evident along the southeast

periphery of this system at this level (Figs. 12a,b), un-

modified sigma 8 flow rose over the surface cold pool

along the southwest periphery of the system and directly

FIG. 9. Hovmöller diagrams of the maximum 1-h point precipitation total (mm) for (left to right) four different model simulations within
15 grid points (at a 3-km grid spacing) north or south of eachmodel grid point along a zonally oriented line at approximately 428 latitude for
the NARR-driven simulations, and 438N for the ERA-Interim-driven simulation.
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entered the region where ROD occurred between

0400 and 0500 UTC (Fig. 12b—shown in greater detail

in section 4b). The effect of the west–east passage of

convection on the sigma 8 flow field was to induce

a considerable westerly flow component at ;41.758N
(Fig. 12c), as well as to generate a zonally oriented

horizontally confluent flow pattern to the west of the

system. This zonally oriented confluence served as a

potential linear organizational mechanism for subse-

quent rounds of upstream (relative to the progressive

MCS segment) convective activity.

Figure 13 shows a 4-h time evolution (0100–0400UTC)

of CAPE and convergence on the eighth model level that

temporally encompassed the first ROD episode. As the

initial grouping of convective cells progressed from west

to east between 0100 (Fig. 13a) and 0200 UTC (Fig. 13b),

CAPE values to the rear of the system north of the sur-

face cold pool boundary were near zero (having been

presumably stabilized by convective overturning). Be-

tween 0300 (Fig. 13c) and 0400UTC (Fig. 13d), however,

southwesterly flow overran the surface cold pool

boundary to the rear of the system and CAPE here in-

creased substantially, eventually leading to new con-

vective development in this region (ROD) by 0400 UTC

(Fig. 13d, we will hereafter refer to these CAPE re-

surgence periods as ‘‘return flow’’ episodes). Prior to

ROD and within the wake of the 0100–0200 UTC

(Figs. 13a,b) progressiveMCS, a well-defined east–west-

oriented convergence band developed at 0300 UTC at

roughly 42.28N (Fig. 13c), within which new convective

cells eventually developed. Figure 14 provides evidence

that the source of ‘‘CAPE revitalization’’ in the MCS

upstream wake region just prior to ROD was a result of

high ue air (‘‘high ue’’ refers to a local maximum in the

vertical distribution of this quantity) being transported

up and over the surface cold pool by southwesterly flow

(Fig. 13). Two outflow boundaries (OFBs) are evident at

0200 and 0230 UTC (notated in Figs. 14a,b), with OFB 1

presumably having been generated by convection prior

to the 0000 UTC round of convective activity that

marked the onset of the studiedMCS, andOFB 2 having

been left between 0000 and 0200 UTC by the first pro-

gressive convective surge associated with the studied

MCS. The maximum ue at 0200 UTC (Fig. 14a) and

minimum in convective inhibition (CIN) within the

cross section resided near OFB 1 [;(41.38–41.78N)]. A

region of lifting along, and localized to OFB 1 is also

evident at approximately 41.38N (Figs. 14a,b). Between

0230 and 0330 UTC (Figs. 14b–d), the maximum ue
shifted northward above the cold pool boundary into

the 41.88–42.28N range. CIN gradually eroded near the

maximum ue values during this time frame, and had

approached zero throughout the entire vertical column

near 42.18N (this is where a new convective updraft

initiated approximately 10min later). The horizontal

extent of lifting in the north–south direction also ex-

panded during this time frame, and there was arguably

enhanced lifting over the enhanced low ue region north

of OFB 2, suggesting that gradual lifting over the cold

pool played a role in eroding CIN.

FIG. 10. Simulated radar reflectivity images (shading, dBZ) of the modeledMCS from 0100 to 1100UTC 28 Jul 2011. Surface temperature

contours of 258, 278, and 298C are dark blue, blue, and light blue contours, respectively.
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An upward arch in isentropes near OFB 1 was evident

during the 0200–0230 UTC time frame (Figs. 15a,b),

which reflects dynamically forced adiabatic ascent and

descent as flow passes the outflow boundary. This lift

was apparently insufficient to trigger deep convection,

perhaps due to the 3000–4000-m layer remaining con-

vectively inhibited (Figs. 14a,b). The north–south prev-

alence of low-level warm-air advection (WAA) increased

between 0230 and 0300 UTC (Figs. 15b,c) as the south-

easterly low-level jet reentered the region that was af-

fected by the progressive MCS (this is evident in Fig. 13,

and discussed in greater detail in section 5b). WAA

spanned the entire north–south extent of the cross section

including regions south of the surface outflow boundary,

suggesting that there was a large-scale contribution to this

process in addition to enhanced lifting over the cold pool.

A region of saturation at ;2000m expanded between

0300 and 0330 UTC (Figs. 14c,d), which is the region

whereRODconvection eventually developed. Figures 14

and 15 suggest that the northward separation of ROD

convection from the OFB(s) was regulated by the time

(and horizontal distance) required for air to reach satu-

ration and erode convective inhibition through the entire

lower troposphere.

Sets of back trajectories were initialized within two

separate updrafts within ROD convection to the rear

of the first progressiveMCS segment—one updraft at 0350

UTC and another at 0400 UTC—with both trajectory sets

having been initialized 10min after the first appearance of

vertical velocity exceeding 1ms21 associated with the

updraft. The horizontal and vertical paths of these trajec-

tories are shown in Fig. 16. Air parcels originated within

southwesterly low-level return flow and remained elevated

in the 3h prior to their initialization. Their paths shortly

prior to their entry into convective updrafts coincided with

vertical maxima in CAPE (Figs. 16c,d). There is evi-

dence of initial vertical oscillations of air parcels, which

presumably occurred as they interacted with the

FIG. 11. Perturbation potential temperature (u0) on the firstmodel sigma level (shading, K), wind vectors on the firstmodel sigma level at

the valid time indicated in each panel (magenta arrows,m s21), and wind vectors on the first model sigma level at 2300 UTC 27 Jul 2011

(gray arrows, m s21; included to illustrate the change in wind between 2300 UTC and the valid time in each frame).
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southern periphery of the surface cold pool. All air

parcels then experienced gradual lifting for roughly an

hour before entering convective updrafts, during which

they ascended 500–1000m from their lowest positions.

Figure 17, which depicts diagnostic quantities along the

trajectory paths, shows that the gradual ascent that oc-

curred prior to convective onset coincided with initial

cooling of the air parcel relative to its surroundings

(evident in negative T 0 values), along with gradually

increasing relative humidity. The coincidence of in-

creasing relative humidity, negative T 0 (presumably due

to adiabatic cooling), and prolonged gradual ascending

motion corroborates our earlier assertion that layer

lifting was locally enhanced near the convection (per-

haps resulting from lifting over the cold pool). This

gradual lifting echoes the results of Trier et al. (2010,

their Fig. 18b) in a similar backbuilding MCS, as well as

the trajectory results of Keene and Schumacher (2013)

and Trier et al. (2014)’s calculations of parcel buoyancy

for elevated MCSs.

b. Vertical wind shear along the outflow boundary

Previous authors have demonstrated that horizontal

variations in the outflow-boundary-relative environ-

mental wind shear orientation along the flanks of a cold

pool explain asymmetries in the system’s structure

(e.g., Rotunno et al. 1988; Corfidi 2003; Parker 2007;

French and Parker 2010; Weisman and Rotunno 2004).

Rotunno et al. (1988) showed that in many cases of

linear MCSs, the ratio C/DU explains the optimality for

vertically upright updrafts along the outflow boundary,

where C is the cold pool velocity and DU is the magni-

tude of the vertical wind shear in the warm buoyant

air adjacent to the cold pool, over the depth of the

cold pool. Specifically, C/DU’ 1 corresponds to a ro-

bust kinematically forced vertical jet along the cold pool

edge, which may easily lift parcels with nonzero CAPE

to their levels of free convection (LFCs). Ratios much

smaller (larger) than 1 result in weaker upshear

(downshear) tilted lofting of air parcels, and lifting

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for the eighth model sigma level. The average pressure on this level was roughly 820 hPa.
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associated with negative ratios is small and shallow,

when compared to positive ratios. In cases where con-

vective systems produce radial outflow in a vertically

sheared environment, the sense of the C/DU ratio will

favor convective development along the downshear

outflow boundary (where the vertical wind shear vector

points from cold to warm air) as opposed to the upshear

outflow boundary (where the vertical wind shear vector

points from warm to cold air). The aforementioned

principles suggest that the vertically varying shear di-

rection evident in Fig. 4 (as is common for TL/AS-type

systems) was likely a contributing factor to the pro-

pensity for convection to persist near the southeastern

cold pool periphery, while remaining well removed from

the southwestern cold pool periphery.

Figure 18 shows vertical wind shear vectors over the

depth of the cold pool (DU) in the warm air to the south

of the cold pool from 0300 (Fig. 18a) to 0600 UTC

(Fig. 18d). Estimated cold pool velocity vectors (see

figure caption for the computation of this quantity) are

also included to facilitate understanding of the motion

(or lack thereof) of the outflow boundary over this time

frame. While we do not quantitatively address theC/DU
ratio (as in Rotunno et al. 1988), we may consider situ-

ations in Fig. 18 along the cold pool edge in which DU

vectors point toward warm air (cold air) as being the

favorable (unfavorable) flanks of the cold pool for sus-

tained triggering of convection.

Favorable wind shear conditions existed for initiating

convection along the surging southeastern periphery of

the cold pool at 0300 UTC (Fig. 15a), where robust

convection resided near the outflow boundary. Along

the southwestern cold pool periphery (to the south of

the upstream wake region of the progressive MCS seg-

ment); however, vertical wind shear over the cold pool

depth was minimal during the 0300–0400 UTC time

frame (Figs. 15a,b). This resulted in suboptimal lifting

along the boundary, which was apparently insufficient to

FIG. 13. CAPE for parcels lifted from the eighth model sigma level (shading), flow vectors on the eighth model sigma level (black

arrows), convergence on the eighthmodel sigma level (blue dotted contours, starting at213 1024 s21 and decreasing at intervals of213
1024 s21), surface cold pool boundaries defined as a local maxima in the surface temperature gradient in conjunction with a decrease in

potential temperature of 2K ormore within eight grid points to the north (cyan lines), andmaximum column vertical velocity (red contour

corresponding to 2.5m s21). Valid times on 28 Jul 2011 are listed in the bottom-right corner. The solid black vertical line indicates the path

of cross sections shown in Figs. 14 and 15.
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overcome the substantial CIN in the lower troposphere

evident in Fig. 14. Surface wind vectors within the cold

pool near the outflow boundary were oriented nearly

parallel to the outflow boundary between 0300 (Fig. 18a)

and 0400 UTC (Fig. 18b), which contributed to the

nearly stationary character of the boundary over this

time frame. In contrast, flow direction within the cold

pool along the southeastern periphery was strongly

oriented perpendicular to the boundary, which con-

tributed to the substantial southeastward movement of

the boundary over the same time frame.

By 0500 UTC (Fig. 15c), DU vectors along the far

southwestern cold pool periphery were oriented toward

the cold pool. Convection along the western MCS flank

had generated an enhanced local surface cold anomaly

at this time (Fig. 11b), resulting in a new outflow

boundary being analyzed just to the south of the con-

vective line (this feature is notated in the 0500 UTC

panel in Fig. 9). By 0600 UTC (Fig. 18d), however, the

outflow boundary that had been newly analyzed at

0500 UTC (Fig. 18c) had moved southward, while the

convective line remained stationary (this event constituted

the onset of the second ROD episode). The southward

movement of the new outflow boundary between 0500

(Fig. 18c) and 0600 UTC (Fig. 15d) likely resulted from

a substantial northerly wind component within the cold

pool and orthogonal to the outflow boundary over this

time frame. TheDU vectors along this outflow boundary

remained unfavorably oriented toward the cold pool

between 0500 (Fig. 15c) and 0600 UTC (Fig. 18d), po-

tentially explaining why convection did not ‘‘follow’’ the

outflow boundary southward.

5. Dynamical mechanisms for MCS organization

The low-level flow changes occurred as the eastward-

moving convective segments influenced the behavior of

the MCSs in several ways. Low-level flow to the rear of

convective segments temporarily turned from south-

westward to westward, which disrupted the transport of

FIG. 14. Cross sections along the black line in Fig. 13 of equivalent potential temperature (ue, shading), the 1 and 10 J kg21 convective

inhibition contours (CIN, dark and light green solid lines, respectively), cross-sectional parallel wind vectors (black arrows, m s21), and

regions of vertical velocity . 10 cm s21 (hatched light gray regions) and 50 cm s21 (hatched dark gray regions).
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potentially unstable air to the region where RODwould

eventually occur. The low-level flow direction in the

aforementioned region then returned to southwesterly,

allowing for potentially unstable flow to travel north-

ward past the surface outflow boundary and eventually

trigger ROD convection. In this section we analyze the

low-level horizontal momentum budget in order to

better understand the mechanisms for this behavior.

a. Analysis framework

Starting with the anelastic horizontal momentum

equation in height coordinates (bold letters denote

vectors):

›Vh

›t
52(V � $)Vh2

1

r0
$hp2 fk3V , (1)

where Vh is the horizontal wind velocity vector and all

other terms retain their traditional meanings, we

separated the contributions to the local time tendency

into those due to the separate terms on the right-hand

side (rhs) of Eq. (1):

�
›Vh

›t

�
HM

52(Vh � $)Vh , (2)

�
›Vh

›t

�
VM

52w
›Vh

›z
, (3)

�
›Vh

›t

�
PG

52
1

r0
$hp2 fk3V . (4)

Here, we have assumed large-scale atmosphere domi-

nated by geostrophic balance, and convectively induced

flow deviations from geostrophy, therefore, dominate

the rhs of Eq. (4).

To estimate the contributions to the change in wind

through a layer in the atmosphere during a specified

FIG. 15. Cross sections along the black line in Fig. 13 of potential temperature (u, shading), the 90% and 100% relative humidity

contours (white solid lines), cross-sectional parallel wind vectors (black arrows,m s21; arrows lengths have been scaled so that the ratio of

the units of the horizontal and vertical velocity components is unity), and regions of warm air advection . 0.5 K h21 (hatched regions).
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period of time, we temporally integrated the rhs of Eqs.

(2)–(4). For instance, when these operations are applied

to Eq. (4), we obtain the following:

DVPG(t1, t2, x, y, z)

52

ðt
2

t
1

�
1

r0(z)
$hp(t, x, y, z)1 fk3V(t, x, y, z)

�
dt ,

(5)

where the D symbol denotes the local velocity difference

between t2 and t1. All integrations were estimated by

Riemann summations over model output at 10-min in-

tervals. These time-integratedquantities are hereby referred

to in the text as DVHM, DVVM, and DVPG, respectively.

b. Spatial patterns of dynamical quantities

We analyzed the quantities DVHM, DVVM, and DVPG

at the 1.5-km level over two separate time periods:

FIG. 16. (a),(b) The horizontal path of back trajectories initialized within updrafts (black lines with yellow markers denote the location

at initialization, and 1 h prior to initialization), surface 21-K potential temperature anomalies at the time of trajectory initialization

(shading, 22-, 21.5-, 21-, 20.-K contours), maximum column vertical velocities at the time of trajectory initialization (solid green

contours, 1, 2, and 3m s21), and wind vectors at the time of trajectory initialization (red arrows) and 1 h prior to trajectory initialization

(green arrows) on the eighth model sigma level. (c),(d) Cross sections of CAPE (shading, J kg21) and vertical velocities (blue solid

contours, m s21) along the magenta dashed lines with asterisk ends in the top panels valid at the trajectory initialization times. Red dotted

contours showCAPEvalues below the shading threshold of 250 J kg21. Trajectory paths are projected onto the cross sections (black lines).

Trajectory initialization times (ti) for each column of figure panels are listed above the top panels, and initialization heights were 3500 and

4000m for the 0350 UTC initializations (as evident in the figure), and 5800 and 6800m for the 0400 UTC initializations.
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0100–0400 UTC 28 July (Fig. 19) and 0400–1000 UTC

28 July (Fig. 20). The former time frame was chosen in

order to investigate mechanisms for changes to the low-

level horizontal wind that occurred to the rear of the

first progressive convective segment, and to determine

how such wind changes may have contributed to the

behavior of the MCS. The time frame of the passage of

the progressive convective segment through box 1 in

Fig. 19 was 0100–0300 UTC (see simulated radar re-

flectivity in Fig. 10), and ROD occurred in this region

began between 0350 and 0400 UTC.

The DVPG vectors were northerly through the

northern portion of box 1 and turned westerly through

the central and southern portions of boxes 1 and 2,

suggesting that low-level pressure perturbations asso-

ciated with the passage of the initial progressive MCS

were responsible for the changes of the low-level from

southwesterly to westerly in this region (this change is

evident in Fig. 11a). Low-level temporally averaged

low pressure perturbations coincide well with regions

of midtropospheric temporally averaged warming in

convective updrafts (which is maximized in the region

affected by the progressive MCS; Fig. 17d), implicating

latent heating in the generation of such low-level

pressure anomalies. These patterns are consistent

with mechanisms for MCS rear-inflow-jet generation

in squall lines (Smull and Houze 1987; Weisman 1992),

where buoyancy-induced low-level low pressure per-

turbations along the progressive convective line pro-

mote horizontal flow accelerations into the rear of the

line.

The DVVM vectors were northeasterly in the eastern

portion of box 1 (the primary region affected by the

passage of the progressive MCS), whereas DVHM

vectors were southwesterly through nearly the same

region. We may conjecture here that (i) the former is

primarily a result of upward transport resulting from

deep convective overturning—that is, flow with south-

westerly low-level wind shear encountering regions of

upward motion, resulting in the replacement of fast

southwesterly wind at this level with slower southwest-

erly wind from below, and (ii) the latter is primarily

a result of unmodified (where ‘‘modified’’ refers to

convectively altered) southwesterly flow within the low-

level jet replacing modified westerly and northwesterly

flow to the rear of the initial progressive MCS (both of

these arguments were deduced from the wind structures

evident in Figs. 11 and 12). Note that while the latter

argument is rather intuitive based on an investigation of

Fig. 12a, the former will be investigated more compre-

hensively in the next section. The patterns of DVVM and

DVHM were similar during 0400–1000 UTC (Fig. 20) to

those evident in Fig. 17, and we may invoke similar ar-

guments to (i) and (ii) earlier in this section to explain

their patterns.

The pattern of DVPG during 0400–1000 UTC (Fig. 20)

is notably different than that during 0000–0400 UTC

(Fig. 19), exhibiting northeasterly orientation in the

western portion of box 1, northwesterly orientation west

of box 1, and small magnitude elsewhere. This shows

that pressure gradient forces along the line acted to

maintain the confluent flow pattern that had initially

been generated by the first eastward-moving convective

segment. While the low pressure anomaly evident dur-

ing 0000–0400 UTC was not present during this time

frame, a regional low pressure anomaly had developed

along the upstream end of the convective line, with the

minimum in low-level low pressure (near the west side

FIG. 17. Time series of mean vertical velocities (blue lines, m s21), potential temperature anomalies (red lines, K), and relative humidity

(green lines, %/100) over all trajectory paths for back trajectories initialized at (a) 0350 and (b) 0400 UTC.
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of box 1) having coincided with a maximum in upper-

tropospheric heating. Once again, the coincidence between

upper-level heating and low-level low pressure suggests

that the former was responsible for, or enhanced the

latter.

Figure 21 reveals that the low pressure anomaly west

of the MCS extended well beyond the immediate region

of convection associated with the convective system,

which suggests that large-scale processes were partially

responsible for the presence of this feature. A marked

deepening of the low close to convection on the western

end of the system is evident between 0700 (Fig. 21a) and

0900 UTC (Fig. 21c), further suggesting that convective

latent heating enhanced this feature. North–south-

oriented cross sections (Fig. 21d) just east of the local

maximum low pressure reveal upward-sloping isentropes

with northward extent within southerly flow feeding up-

drafts (specifically between 41.78 and 41.98N in Fig. 21d),

along with gradually increasing relative humidity within

this flow prior to its entry into updrafts. This in combi-

nation with downward-sloping isentropes at midlevels

above the region of low-level upslope is similar to the

pattern typically observed in association with MCVs

(Raymond and Jiang 1990; Schumacher and Johnson

2008, see their Fig. 3). The upstream low pressure

anomaly may have facilitated upstream backbuilding by

locally enhancing low-level isentropic upglide (see

Figs. 21a–c) and layer lifting, priming air parcels for entry

into deep convection.

Two additional sets of back trajectories were initial-

ized at 0650 and 0740 UTC within two separate updrafts

along the upstream (western) flank of the MCS where

FIG. 18. Maximum column vertical velocity (shading, starting at 1m s21), convergence on the eighth model sigma level (black dotted

contours, starting at213 1024 s21 and decreasing at intervals of213 1024 s21), surface cold pool boundaries (magenta lines, as defined

in the Fig. 13 caption), estimated cold pool velocity vectors along the cold pool boundary (blue arrows), and estimated vertical wind shear

vectors over the depth of the cold pool at the cold pool boundary (red arrows). Cold pool velocity vectors were estimated by the wind

velocity four grid points north of a given point on the magenta line (within the cold pool), and vertical wind shear vectors (DU) were

estimated as the vector difference between the wind four grid points south of a given point on the magenta line at the height of the cold

pool depth (defined as the height of the first instance in the vertical of u0 .20.5K) and the surface wind velocity at that point. Valid times

on 28 Jul 2011 are listed at the bottom of each panel.
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sustained upstream backbuilding was occurring. The

horizontal and vertical paths of these trajectories are

shown in Fig. 22. Analogous diagnostic quantities to

those shown in Fig. 17 are shown for the 0650 and

0740UTC trajectory initializations in Fig. 23. Air parcels

that eventually entered updrafts once again originated

well above the surface—between the 2000- and 2500-m

geopotential height levels (the surface height here was

;300m). CAPE values to the rear of the systemwere far

lower than those associated with ROD convection be-

tween 0400 and 0500 UTC (Figs. 23c,d, which is con-

sistent with the diminishing CAPE magnitudes after

0400 UTC in this region evident in Fig. 14), and in some

cases their origins appear to be above the level of

maximized CAPE (Figs. 23c,d, this is especially evi-

dent in the analysis of the trajectories initialized at

0650 UTC). There are also indications of 30–60min of

gradual layer lifting within the paths of the air parcels

(Fig. 24), similar to those evident in the analysis of the

previous two back-trajectory analyses (e.g., steady

gradual vertical motion, decreasing T 0 values, and in-

creasing RH prior to the entry of parcels into a convec-

tive updraft).

c. Influence of dynamical quantities on the MCS
evolution

The magnitude of the southerly component of

southwesterly inflow into the western end of the MCS

briefly abated during both southward cold pool surge

events, which disrupted the supply of high CAPE air to

the upstream end of the MCS, and resulted in a tempo-

rary cessation of the training of convection (as illus-

trated in section 4a). In this subsection, we analyze the

time series (Fig. 24) of the instantaneous local tenden-

cies [e.g., Eqs. (2)–(4)], along with the time-integrated

changes in the y-wind component [e.g., Eq. (5)] to better

understand the mechanisms for these cold pool surges.

Since the mean tropospheric flow (see the 1–10-km

mean wind in Figs. 24b,d,f,h) was oriented northward

throughout the lifetime of the MCS, southward

FIG. 19. (a) The magnitude of DVPG (shading, m s21) and DVPG vectors (red arrows). (b) The magnitude of DVVM (shading, m s21)

and DVVM vectors (red arrows). (c) The magnitude of DVHM (shading, m s21) and DVHM vectors (red arrows). (d) Temporally av-

eraged 2–10-km potential temperature anomalies (shading, K), temporally averaged pressure anomalies [hPa: negative (blue dashed

contours) and positive (red dashed contours)], and DVPG vectors (black arrows). (a)–(c) The 3m s21 maximum column vertical

velocity contours at 0100 UTC (magenta contour) and 0300 UTC (cyan contour) 28 Jul 2011. In (a)–(d) spatial average boxes for time

series computations in Fig. 24. All quantities aside from maximum column vertical velocities and temporally averaged potential

temperature anomalies were assessed on the 1.5-km geopotential height surface. Temporal integrations and averages were computed

from 0000 to 0400 UTC.
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movement of convection during cold pool surges was

likely related to propagation along the cold pool edge

rather than fluctuations in the orientation of steering

flow.

We focused on the dynamics of the two southward cold

pool surges that preceded ROD episodes considering:

accelerations in the 0–1-km geopotential height layer

(hereby ‘‘lower layer;’’ the approximate depth of the

cold pool); and on the accompanying changes to the

low-level flow structure (low level refers to flow just

above the cold pool in the maximum CAPE layer)

by considering analogous accelerations in the 1–2-km

(0000–0400 UTC) and 1.5–2.5-km (0400–1000 UTC)

layers (hereby ‘‘upper layer;’’ the approximate low-

level inflow and maximum potential instability layer).

The upper layer was raised 0.5 km for the second time

frame to avoid the influence of the cold pool (which had

deepened by this time frame).

The terms (›y/›t)PG and (›y/›t)VM (hereafter denoted

dPG and dVM, respectively) exhibited southerly ten-

dencies that peaked during the first cold pool surge

(;0150–0300 UTC; Figs. 19a,c), while (›y/›t)HM (dHM)

exhibited an opposing northerly tendency. Furthermore,

because the vertical velocity (and thus the momentum

transport) was primarily upward during this time period,

this corroborates our earlier conjecture that upward

transport of southerly momentum away from this layer

(especially along the outflow boundary where low-level

upward motion is common) was the primary process

related to dVM at work here. The mechanism for

a surging cold pool in the lower layer likely resulted

from pressure gradient accelerations driven by the

cold pool mesohigh (see Fig. 20) and vertical motion

along the cold pool edge (and thus upward momen-

tum transport) having been sufficiently strong to over-

come opposing ambient southerly flow. These factors

resulted in a change from 5m s21 southerly flow at

0000 UTC to nearly 5m s21 northerly flow at 0250 UTC

(Fig. 19b) in the lower layer. Similar tendency patterns

were evident in the upper layer, as southward dPH

and dVM reduced the initial 10m s21 southerly flow

in this layer to near zero during the first cold pool

surge by 0230 UTC (Fig. 19d). This was followed by

a strong southerly wind tendency contributed by dHM

at ;0230–0240 UTC (Fig. 19c; this is likely the low-

level flow ‘‘resurgence’’ described in section 4b, see

Fig. 20) resulting in an increase in the southerly flow

magnitude to 1–2m s21.

During the second cold pool surge (which occurred

between 0500 and 0600UTC), dPG and dVMonce again

FIG. 20. (a)–(d) As in Fig. 19, but for 0400–1000 UTC and on the 2.0-km geopotential height surface. The 3m s21 maximum column

vertical velocity contours now correspond to 0500 (magenta) and 0700 UTC (cyan).
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exhibited southerly tendencies in the lower layer in box

2 (Fig. 19e). Box 2 was chosen for the lower-layer

analysis during this time frame in order to adequately

capture southward accelerations associated with the

cold pool—the signatures of such accelerations were

less apparent in box 1. Note that dHM was initially

oriented northward at 0500 UTC, but shifted to a

southward orientation by 0600 UTC. This is likely a re-

sult of northerly flow within the cold pool inundating

this region as the outflow boundary moved south of

the southern boundary of the box, combined with

a northward-oriented gradient in the magnitude of v.

The aforementioned southward accelerations contrib-

uted to a brief southerly wind of 5m s21 between ;530

and 0700 UTC (the outflow boundary passage) within

this layer (Fig. 19f).

The terms dPG and dVM contributed predominantly

southward tendencies in the upper layer between 0400

and 1000 UTC (Fig. 19g), with the exception of brief

northward dPG orientation before and during the sec-

ond cold pool surge at 0430 and 0530UTC. The behavior

of dPG is consistent with low-level northerly accelera-

tions into updrafts. The magnitude of southward dVM

was maximized during the development of ROD

convection [;(0400–0500 UTC)] and the second cold

pool surge [;(0500–0630 UTC)]. Upward momentum

transport was once again the predominant contributor

to dVM during the cold pool surge, pointing to upward

transport of southwesterly momentum away from this

layer as the primary process here. After 0630 UTC, the

contribution from downward momentum transport ex-

ceeded that of upward momentum transport, suggesting

that downward transport of northerly momentum

played a significant role beyond that time. The dHM

exhibited a consistent northward tendency throughout

the 0400–1000 UTC time frame, which likely reflects

a persistent northward push of southerly momentum

within the low-level jet. The magnitude of the net wind

tendency gradually decreased toward the end of the time

frame as the aforementioned forces approximately bal-

anced each other.

In summary, cold pool surges occurred when the cold

pool became sufficiently strong to induce a southward-

oriented pressure gradient, lifting along the cold pool

edge transported southerly flow south of the cold pool

above it, and southward tendency due to these factors

became sufficiently strong to overcome the northward

push (‘‘push’’ refers to the role of dHM) of unmodified

near-surface flow.

As discussed earlier, convection propagated along

the southeastern cold pool flank during each south-

ward cold pool surge. As convection moved south,

FIG. 21. (a)–(c) Pressure on the 2-km geopotential height surface [shading, hPa, see left color bar to right of (b)], 2-km horizontal warm

air advection (black contours, K h21), 2-km horizontal wind vectors (blue arrows, m s21), and the 3m s21 maximum column vertical

velocity contour (black dashed ). (d) As in Fig. 15, but at 0700 UTC along the black solid line in (a) (see right color bar).
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upward momentum transport of southerly flow in con-

vective updrafts away from the layer of instability,

downward transport of northerly momentum into this

layer in convective downdrafts, and southward pressure

gradient accelerations into the rear of convective up-

drafts (relative to their motion) combined to exhibit

a southward wind tendency. This southward tendency

canceled the southerly component of southwesterly

MCS-relative inflow, interrupting the supply of con-

vective instability to the western end of the CMS and

temporarily disrupting upstream backbuilding. South-

westerly inflow then reentered the western flank of

the MCS via horizontal momentum advection. These

factors—the interruption and subsequent reintroduction

of southwesterly MCS-relative inflow, and the fact that

the reintroduced southwesterly flow was sufficiently

convectively inhibited (and insufficiently lifted along the

boundary) so as to require northward travel beyond the

southwestern outflow boundary before gradual lifting

could reinitiate convection (as discussed in section 4a)—

potentially explain the northward separation of convec-

tion from the surface outflow boundary (which is a char-

acteristic of the ROD phenomena).

6. Summary and conclusions

This study details the results and analysis of a numer-

ical simulation of a quasi-stationary MCS that produced

a swath of 12-h rainfall in excess of 300mm across

eastern Iowa on 28 July 2011, with the purpose of

FIG. 22. As in Fig. 16, but for back trajectories initialized at the listed times. Initialization heights were 3800 and 4800m for both

initialization times (as evident in the figures).
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elucidating the organizational dynamics of this system.

The synoptic-scale environment associated with this sys-

tem was characteristic of existing synoptic archetypes for

warm-season flash-flooding events, and featured a south-

westerly low-level jet (which supplied warm, moist air

at low levels), persistent low-level convergence and warm

air advection, and a quasi-stationary low-level frontal

boundary. Our simulation reproduced the salient radar-

observed and accumulated rainfall characteristics of the

observedMCS. The following summarizes the results from

our dynamical analysis of the simulated MCS (A visual

summary is depicted in the schematic shown in Fig. 25):

d Despite the presence of a stable boundary layer and

elevated maximum CAPE throughout the lifetime of

the MCS, a surface cold pool was present throughout

the lifetime of the MCS.
d Two southeastward surges of the cold pool and

convection occurred in the simulation (one occurred

in the observed system). Elevated high ue air was

transported to the rear of each of these convective

segments as they moved out of the region of where

the heaviest rainfall occurred. This air was lifted to

saturation; CIN was eroded, and the flow triggered

new convection [referred to as rearward off-boundary

development (ROD)], which reinvigorated heavy

rainfall production over the fixed geographic region.

Lifting was accomplished by persistent large-scale

warm air advection, with potential enhancement from

gradual ascent over the cold pool left by earlier convec-

tion and an upstream low-level mesolow. Large-scale

processes were presumed to have been the impetus for

this pressure feature, which was enhanced by latent

heating associated with convective updrafts.
d The cold pool–normal vertical wind shear profile over

the depth of the cold pool along the southeastern cold

pool flank was more favorable for kinematic lifting

along the boundary than the analogous profile along

the southwestern cold pool flank. This potentially

explains why convection propagated along (did not

propagate along) the southeast (southwest) outflow

boundary during the lifetime of the MCS. The north-

ward separation of convection from the outflow

boundary on the western side of MCS resulted from

parcels being convectively inhibited, and insuffi-

ciently lifted along the boundary; therefore, requiring

additional northward travel and lift to achieve suffi-

ciently expansive saturation and erosion of convec-

tive inhibition.
d Cold pool surges that preceded the ROD phenomena

occurred when the pressure gradient associated with

the cold pool mesohigh and lifting along the outflow

boundary (specifically the southeast flank) of south-

erly flow away from the boundary layer contributed to

a net southward flow acceleration along the outflow

boundary.
d As convection followed the southeastern cold pool

flank during cold pool surges, forces associated with

convective overturning changed the wind direction

in their wake from southwesterly (providing storm

relative inflow of unstable air) to westerly and

northwesterly, which temporarily disrupted the sup-

ply of instability to the western flank of the MCS.

Southwesterly flow associated with the low-level jet

then replaced convectively overturned air and reintro-

duced instability to thewesternMCSflank, allowing for

ROD. These processes explain why upstream back-

building was interrupted prior to ROD episodes.

As mentioned earlier in the text, a major caveat to the

case-study approach that has been utilized here is that

FIG. 23. As in Fig. 17, but for the back trajectory initialization times listed.
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FIG. 24. (a),(c),(e),(g) Time series of the contributions to ›y/›t (m s21 h21) by pressure gradient accelerations (red lines), horizontal mo-

mentum advection (blue lines), vertical momentum advection (green lines), the sum of these contributions (gray dotted lines), the percentage

(% 3 1021) of positive contribution to southward vertical momentum advection accelerations by upward momentum advection (magenta

dashed lines), and downward momentum advection (cyan dashed lines). (b),(d),(f),(h) Time series of the contributions to Dy 1 yi by pres-

sure gradient accelerations (red lines,m s21), horizontal momentum advection (blue lines,m s21), vertical momentum advection (green lines,

m s21), the sum of these contributions (gray dotted lines,m s21), the simulated y-wind component (black dashed lines), and the pressure-

weighted mean 1–10-km y-wind component (magenta dashed lines; yi, the y component of the wind at the beginning of each time series, has

been added to each quantity in these panels). Times in (a)–(d) are from 0000 to 0400 UTC 28 Jul 2011 and times in (e)–(h) are from 0400 to

1000 UTC 28 Jul 2011. Computations aside from 1–10-km mean winds were averaged horizontally over (a)–(d),(g),(h) box 1 and (e),(f) box 2

and vertically over (a),(b),(e),(f) the 0–1-km layer; (c),(d) the 1–2-km layer; and (g),(h) the 1.5–2.5-km layer.
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there is no guarantee that the dynamical insight

obtained from such studies may be applied in a general

sense to all cases that exhibit a particular convective

morphology. Additionally, many of the dynamical fields

that were analyzed here exhibited considerable ‘‘noise’’

due to prior and concurrent episodes of convection ad-

jacent to the convective system that was analyzed. Fu-

ture articles aim to develop a more generalized picture

of the overall dynamics governing the MCS behaviors

detailed in this study through the use of idealized

modeling frameworks.
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